Brand Guidelines

Brand guidelines
Introduction
These guidelines define the basic elements of the Concept Smoke
Screen brand.
There are very few rules, but please take the time to read and
understand how they work, and how they can be used together to
ensure a fresh and vital brand identity. It’s crucial that the brand
appears correctly and consistently in every communication.
How we communicate
Concept Smoke Screen should always speak in a confident but
approachable tone. We should be seen as reliable, helpful and
trustworthy: a solid, grounded organisation.
More than words
What we say and write is as important as our visual language. The
way Concept Smoke Screen talks is an integral part of the brand
- it defines the organisation. Ensure that the right words and
appropriate language are used, whatever the application.
Clear, confident and approachable.

This sounds simple, but it can be used as a
guide when creating any communication
materials

This means Concept Smoke Screen gets
right to the point. It communicates in plain
English, using everyday language. It tries
to avoid jargon wherever possible: less is
more.

The Master Logo
The core branding is set by the master
logo and is the most prominent form
of visual communication. This is the
most common form of the logo and
should be used in most cases.

Concept Smoke Screen master logo
This version of the logo should appear in most
communications. It should only ever appear on
solid black or very dark imagery.

Prominent placement
This should always be centered horizontally
and allow plenty of space when used as a
cover image, such as the front of a brochure.
Elsewhere it should always be given plenty of
space and not scaled down too far.

Concept Smoke Screen logo on white
This version of the logo should appear on any
communications where the background is white
or too bright to support the master logo.

Concept Smoke Screen logo screen EPS
This should be used for screen printing (T-shirts,
product idents, etc.) or bitmap situations (such
as fax sheets).

Alternative Logos
There are situations where the brand
must sit on clear, white backgrounds
or screen printed. Please use the
correct logo for the correct purpose.

Don’t even consider it...
Be careful: the logo is important, it needs to
be protected. It must never be redrawn or
modified in any way.

The symbol is part of the logo and
should not be appropriated for any
other use.

Never alter the proportions of the logo.

Stick to the colour palette! Don’t colour the logo.
Place only on Black, Charcoal or Warm Grey.

Avoid adding effects to the logo such
as a drop shadow or outline.

CONCEPT
smoke screen
Never reproduce the logo at an angle.

Never attempt to recreate the logo.

Never alter the relationship of the type
and the device.

Logo sizing and exclusion zones
Spacing around the logo is a crucial rule and should be strictly
adhered to. Scaling the logo too small can result in readability
issues and quality degradation.

18mm
4x

2x
1x
1x
Exclusion zone
The exclusion zone is the minimum area around the logo that
must remain clear of typography or any other graphic device.
The measurement is calculated by using half of the height of
the lettering. The formula for the exclusion zone is shown here
and applies to all sizes and versions of the logo.

Minimum size
To ensure legibility and allow for ease of recognition, the
logo should never be reproduced any smaller than 18mm
height from the top of the lightning fork to the bottom of
the ‘smoke screen’.
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Black

White

Simple and effective. Use
rich black on large blocks of
black whenever possible.
c40 m40 y40 k100

Don’t forget white; it can be
used very creatively.

How we use colour
In the Concept Smoke Screen colour palette black, white and
orange tones dominate. The tone should be monochromatic using
just one of the Orange, Gold or Blue accent colours. Large solids
should always be black, grey or white.

Colour in use
The use of colour should be considered carefully and applied
sparingly.
Use colour to highlight information
We can use the oranges to represent Concept Smoke Screen
in context. The blue should only be used in rare occassions as a
complementary colour.
To create impact
Use colour with confidence, employ full bleed and avoid gradients.
In general, applications will look stronger if one colour is used per
piece of communication.

Avoid graduating colour
Use solid colour of tints. Avoid
using colour gradients.

Navigation
Colour can help the reader
differentiate between areas of
information.

Abstract Smoke
The logo and styling should only use solid black or white where
possible. The one exception to the rule is the abstract smoke
style.
The imagery should always be subtle, as demonstrated opposite.
Never use anything too bright or busy.

Don’t over do it!
Make sure the smoke is abstract
and nearly black,

Bleed
The abstract smoke should always
cover the whole background or
fade to black. Never display in a
box on its own.

Concept Smoke Screen Slogan

CAN’T SEE IT?
CAN’T STEAL IT!
The slogan is two clear statements.
Always use Hermes Bold in UPPERCASE.
If Hermes is unavailable use a comparable sans-serif font such as Arial or Helvetica.

Usage
The slogan should always use the correct font set, but can be
flexible with regards to colour position and usage. You should
only ever use colours from the brand palette and never give more
precedence to the first statement.
Wording
The wording should always appear exactly as opposite (Can’t see
it? Can’t steal it!). It should never contain any other characters or
leading stops.
Digital vs Print
On print the slogan works well as a spot varnish black on black. In
digital the preferred treatment is to use the Web Orange.

Wording is key
Ensure that the slogan is kept
intact. Avoid such things as:
Can’t see it..? Can’t Steal it!!

Terminology

SECURITY SMOKE SCREENS
This statement should be used in all communications to describe the primary service offered.

JUST GET A SMOKE SCREEN
A verbal or printed marketing tool to suggest that security fog is the only real solution for protecting stock.

NO.1 IN SECURITY FOG
This is a second qualifying statement. This should be used only to reinforce
‘security smoke screens’ and never used on its own.

Terminology Examples
Smoke Screen
The term ‘smoke screen’ should be synonymous with the concept
of security fog and all fog generators. For instance, the E-Series
should be referred to as the ‘E-Series Smoke Screen’ NOT the
‘E-Series Fog Generator’.
Wording
When describing the nature of the business it should always be
referred to as supplying and installing ‘Security Smoke Screens’.
Occasionally it may be more appropriate to market that the
solution to the potential client’s problem is to ‘just get a smoke
screen’.
Security Fog
The products and service offered should always use the term
‘smoke screen’ where possible. However, the term ‘security fog’
can be used as general catch-all for the smoke produced by
smoke screens.

sss
Concept Smoke Screen type
Within the Hermes typeface family
three weights should be used

Hermes Bold

Usage: Headings, Slogan, Emphasis

Hermes Regular

Usage: Main body font

Hermes Thin

Usage: Secondary body font. Be
cautious when using on black

Don’t EVER use italics. Use colour
or bold to make emphasis.

Using type – a few tips
Typography should always look great, but first and foremost
it’s a functional tool. Use it to communicate, not decorate.
Create impact and bring information to life
Shorter headers can attract attention. Typography should suit
the purpose, for example clear and rational for information,
dynamic and animated for promotion.
Use organised layouts with considered compositions and
few variations of weight
Create a clear information hierarchy – three sizes of type is a
good rule of thumb. Where possible, avoid the underlining of
text. Never justify text and reserve centring text for headlines
only.
If used sparingly, accent colours can be used to highlight
areas of information.

Use size, weight and colour to create
contrast and guide the reader
Employ a thoughtful use of elements, not
clutter.

Less is often more
Keeping things simple is a good approach
to composition. In addition, remember
our eyes are drawn to the most striking
element on the page.

Our image style
Product shots should always be free
of clutter and cutout against black or
white.

Accreditation logos
The presentation of the affiliate logos
should be consistent. Please use the
provided files.

Keep it consistent
Don’t stretch these logos and always
keep sizes of affiliate logos consistent.
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SECURITY SMOKE PRESENTATION
By Matt Gilmartin

Dear Susan,
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer dictum, neque sit amet aliquam
cursus, erat ligula cursus augue, tempor pharetra odio est eget elit. Aenean tempor dolor non lectus
suscipit tincidunt. Etiam egestas malesuada nisi eget lacinia. Aliquam in dolor a arcu blandit fermentum. Nullam velit dolor, pellentesque at euismod nec, ullamcorper in dui. Nam pharetra arcu id lacus
mollis a sodales neque sodales. Duis sit amet risus ante, eu porttitor lacus. Sed eu risus vitae sapien
rutrum consectetur. Donec mattis purus nec turpis luctus interdum fringilla risus volutpat. Mauris
eleifend viverra eros nec interdum. Maecenas ac porta mauris.
Sed laoreet urna lorem, at euismod metus. Nam nec sagittis odio. Morbi porta sem in nulla accumsan

Sample presentation slide
Keep the logo a respectable size, don’t
fill the screen with it and use space to
your advantage.

nec sollicitudin tortor dapibus. Vestibulum facilisis gravida posuere. Proin eleifend sollicitudin tellus, et
dapibus erat dictum id. Vestibulum libero justo, convallis sit amet vehicula venenatis, porta nec nisi.
Praesent imperdiet massa eget ipsum malesuada facilisis aliquet metus auctor. Quisque accumsan
faucibus sem nec suscipit. Vestibulum nec lorem sit amet est tincidunt venenatis pretium vitae odio.
Nullam et magna nec lacus lobortis dictum. Nulla vel nulla erat, sed consectetur mi. Aenean quis
mauris ut velit porta mattis id sit amet eros.

Yours Sincerely

Dylan Hollick
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Sample letterhead
Note the line spacing and padded area
(indicated in pink).

Presentation Style
The Hermes font, imagery and branding all require space to breathe.
Always allow sensible exclusion zones and use space to your
advantage. Never expand the logo to ‘fill space’ or make fonts or
headers bigger than they need to be.

Video Astons
These should always use the core brand on black and any text should
follow the normal text guidelines and use the Hermes font set.
Standard opening and closing astons are provided in the branding
pack.
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